Name: _________________________________

Seashell
Fun
By Guy Belleranti

On a trip to the beach,

1

I saw many shells.

2

I picked up the largest three.

3

I thought they were pretty,

4

And liked their colors,

5

So I took them home with me.

6

When the weather got hot,

7

I took my shells out,

8

And sat underneath a tree.

9

Then I held each shell close,

10

Right next to my ear,

11

And heard cool waves of the sea.

12
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Name: ___________________________________

Seashell
Fun
By Guy Belleranti

1.	The narrator of the poem collected
the _____ shells she could find.
		 a. prettiest

b. most smooth

		 c. most unusual

d. smallest

2. Where was the narrator when she listened to the shells?
		 a. at the beach

b. in his bedroom

		 c. outside, near her home

d. in the woods

3. What is the meaning of the underlined word in line 9 of the poem.
		 a. below

b. on top of

		 c. next to

d. inside of

4. The last word in each stanza of the poem rhymes.
List the four rhyming words at the end of each stanza.

______________

______________

______________
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______________

ANSWER KEY

Seashell
Fun
By Guy Belleranti

1.	The narrator of the poem collected
the _____ shells she could find.
		 a. prettiest

b. most smooth

		 c. most unusual

d. smallest

2. Where was the narrator when she listened to the shells?
		 a. at the beach

b. in his bedroom

		 c. outside, near her home

d. in the woods

3. What is the meaning of the underlined word in line 9 of the poem.
		 a. below

b. on top of

		 c. next to

d. inside of

4. The last word in each stanza of the poem rhymes.
List the four rhyming words at the end of each stanza.

three
______________

me
______________

tree
______________
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sea
______________

